By Gina Mazza

In the last issue of DHL,
we dished on man caves.
Now it’s the ladies’ turn.
If women could have a
room in the home all for
themselves, what would
it be? An indulgent
in-home spa? A
reading nook? A
craft corner?
Here are a few
ideas for
“gal-caves”
that you
can create
in your
own home.

In-Home Spa
Creating your own spa is the ultimate
in-home female sanctuary for pampering
and relaxation. If your dream is to
lounge in a warm, scented tub with a
glass of merlot at the end of a long,
hectic day, then you would appreciate
having such a space in your home. With
a little creativity and ingenuity, you can
create a luxurious spa experience in your
home.

Start by looking at your existing bathroom.
Is there room to incorporate spa-type
elements such as a sauna or tub with jets,
into your existing bathroom? If not, you
may want to consider expanding or
remodeling the space, or even adding a
new room dedicated to your personal
dream spa. (Designing Home Lifestyles
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Magazine is a great starting point to
finding the right contractors and design
professionals to help you achieve your
relaxing oasis.)
From simply replacing a vanity to engaging in a complete bathroom re-do, here
are some ways that you can bring spa
style to your bathroom.

heat on high, and inhaling deeply before
washing.
Make space for a sauna. With the right
wall and floor materials, a large shower
area can easily be professionally turned

Go natural. Spa environments work
best when natural textures and materials
like wood, stone, tile, granite and bamboo,
to name a few, are used. Think about
how you see these materials in nature
and replicate it; for example, create a
pebbled tile floor that feels wonderful
under bare feet.
Use clear glass. Another natural material
that instantly opens up a space and creates
flow is glass. Strategically placed, it can
make your room appear much larger, and
it keeps the shower stall from visually
chopping up the room.
Add shower power: For a better shower
experience, having a special jet system
can add a light massage to your daily
hygiene routine. Create the idea of a
steam room by closing off the shower
area as much as possible, turning the

into a permanent wet sauna. Or, a small
extra room near the bath can be transformed into a dry sauna by bordering the
entire room with specialized wood and
adding a heater. Saunas offer many
health benefits, including relaxing tired
muscles, improving circulation, alleviating
joint pain, increasing immunity and even
burning calories.
Continued on next page
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lounging in the tub, slather a conditioning
treatment in your hair and smooth
a pore-tightening mask on your face.
Rub your skin with a loofah and scrub
calloused feet with a pumice stone. After
you dry off from your bath, spread a rich
moisturizing lotion on your skin. This is
also the perfect time to give yourself a
quick manicure and pedicure. Go ahead,
you deserve it.
Cue the music. For the finishing touches,
put dimmers on the light fixtures and
play soft, soothing classical or ambient
music.

gently dry brush the skin to with a loofah
or terry washcloth in brisk circular
strokes to increase circulation, exfoliate
dead skin cells, cleanse the pores, activate
capillaries and stimulate the lymphatic
system to eliminate toxins and excess
water. Done correctly, your skin with
glow with renewed radiance.

Pamper Yourself
From Head to Toe
Add a “focal point” fireplace. Fireplaces aren’t just for dens
and great rooms anymore. A sleek gas or electric model can
instantly add ambiance and warmth to your spa room, as well as
contribute to your aesthetic theme.

metal canisters filled with sand, seashells, glass rocks or
baubles. Place artwork on the walls of your home spa that has a
“natural” feel, as well: water flowing over rocks, a beautiful
landscape scene or close-up photographs of colorful flowers.

Reconsider your commode. These days, stylish toilets are quite
the rage, from hatbox designs and wall-mounted versions to
models that looks like works of art or museum pieces.
Upgrading your toilet instantly upgrades the entire room.

Indulge in bath and beauty products. Next, stock your spa
with an assortment of bath products, beauty treatments and
skin/hair care specialties. Round up some bubble bath or bath
salts in your favorite scents, body scrubs to exfoliate the skin and
moisturizing bath oils to seal in moisture apres-bath. While your

Install a vessel sink. Vessel sinks continue to be popular, and
for good reason. They instantly add flair and a spa-like feel to
the room. Again, choose natural textures like stone or clear glass.

Finishing Touches

Once you’ve achieved creating your dream spa, you can begin
adding personal touches to the room that give it a relaxed,
sensuous feel and warm, comfortable glow.
Use calming colors. If you are painting or wallpapering the
room, choose a calm, soothing color palette like neutral brown,
taupe or grey, or cool blues. Or opt for crisp white; nothing says
"high end spa" like bright, clean walls. Then add color with a
whimsical shower curtain, throw rugs and plump, colorful
towels or bath sheets.
Add decorations sparingly. When it comes to spa décor, think
minimalist. Add a simple striking orchid to the vanity or streamlined row of tiny candles along the bathtub. Keep the room clear
of all clutter, but keep the essentials like fresh, stacked towels
and a fluffy, terrycloth robe within easy reach. If expensive
fixtures aren’t in your budget, create a few sparkling glass and
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In addition to relaxing in the bath, your
in-home spa can be used to take good
care of your skin, hair and nails with
special treatments, just like you would
receive at a professional spa. Here are
some quick tips and inexpensive DIY
tricks for beautifying yourself.
Facial Rejuvenation: Open your pores
by placing your face over a bowl of
steam (make sure the water isn’t too hot),

Hair Care: Essential oils like rosemary
and lavender can make invigorating
scalp massages. To make dry hair shiny
1/4 ounce of lemongrass or rosemary to
16 ounces of shampoo. Massage your
scalp as you wash your hair.
or simply saturate a small towel with
warm water and place it gently on your
face. Cleanse with a gentle facial wash;
add in some lightly ground oatmeal to
create a gentle scrub. Follow up with a
non-alcoholic toner such as witch hazel
or lemon juice to restore your skin’s
natural acid balance. Wrap up your facial
with a trick of the spa trade called
cryotherapy: Place an ice cube inside of
a small plastic bag and gently rub over
the face and eye area for several minutes
to tighten pores, and plump up and tone
the skin.
Body Scrubs and Skin Polishing:
Create a body scrub called a “gommage”,
or salt glow, by mixing one ounce of
ground sea salt with 12 drops of a stimulating essential oil such as juniper,
grapefruit, lemon or thyme. Make a
paste by adding enough water to spread
easily. Before your morning shower,

Foot Therapy. Soak your feet in a basin
of water to which you’ve added 2 to 4
tablespoons of sea salt and a few drops
of the essential oil of your choice
(peppermint are especially deodorizing
and cooling for the feet). Afterwards,
dust your feet with homemade foot
powder made from a few drops of
peppermint added to baking powder.
By following some of these basic
elements, you should be able to create a
home spa experience that will melt away
stress and leave you feeling pampered
and relaxed. But what if soaking in
water just isn’t your thing?
Continued on next page
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A Secret Reading Nook
When asked what you long to do in your spare time, do you say,
“Curl up with a good book”? Then a private reading nook is
the perfect gal-cave for you. Look around your home. Do you
have a spare closet or quiet corner of a bedroom or study? Older
homes have nooks and crannies built in under the eaves of
an attic that are mini-secret retreat spaces. A closet under a staircase is a great place to hide from the world. Furnish it sparingly
with your favorite things: a comfy fabric chair and ottoman,
a good reading light, a lush mohair throw or wool comforter,
and a night stand or tea tray to set a cozy cup of tea next to
your favorite novels. When your reading corner is complete,
just close the door, turn off the phone, put on some soothing
instrumental music and get lost in that excellent story line.

A Crafty Space
Just for Crafts

Are you obsessed with scrapbooking? Sewing? Making wreaths or
holiday decoration? Your perfect
gal-cave would probably be a room
dedicated to all of your crafting
supplies. This doesn’t have to be an
entire room; it could be an artfully
used crafting table or desk in a portion of another room, or a space in
the attic, basement, hallway, and
alcove or even a closet.
To arrange your space, invoke your
creative skills and get crafty with
how you find items for this space. Scan thrift shops and
consignment stores for second-hand furniture, architectural
salvage stores, or places that specialize in DIY projects like
IKEA. Focus on pieces that can be used for storing or organizing
your many crafting accessories like peg boards, bins and
baskets, and wall shelves. If the space doesn’t have natural light,
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be sure to add a few
good lamps or a strand
of task lighting. Finish
with a “do not disturb”
sign on the door so
your loved ones will
know to let you enjoy
peace and quiet while
you happily become
absorbed in your
favorite hobby.
Okay, ladies, claim your space and get ready to unwind in that
special spot that is yours alone. You might be pleasantly surprised
at how easy it is to escape without going anywhere. | DHL

